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Thursday 18 December 2008 
 

at 2.00 pm 
 

in the Council Chamber 
Civic Centre, Hartlepool 

 
MEMBERS OF PLANNING COMMITTEE: 
 
Councillors Akers-Belcher, Allison, R Cook, S Cook, Fleet, Flintoff, Kaiser, Laffey, 
G Lilley, Morris, Payne, Plant, Richardson, Simmons, Sutheran and Wright 
 
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
 
2. TO RECEIV E ANY DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST BY MEMBERS 
 
 
3. MINUTES 
 
 None. 
 
 
4. ITEMS REQUIRING DECISION 
 
 4.1 Conservation Policy Review  – Assistant Director (Planning and Economic 

Development) 
 
 
5. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS ARE URGENT 
 
 
6. LOCAL GOV ERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985 
 
 

EXEMPT ITEMS 
 
 Under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and public be 

excluded from the meeting for the follow ing items of business on the grounds that it  
involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the paragraphs 
referred to below  of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 as 
amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 

 

PLANNING COMMITTEE AGENDA 
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7. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS ARE URGENT 
 
 
8. FOR INFORMATION 
 
 Next Scheduled Meeting – Wednesday 28 January 2009 in the Civic Centre at 

1.00pm. 
 
 Site Visits – Any site visits requested by the Committee at this meeting w ill take place 

on Wednesday 28 January 2009 at 12 noon or at a time to be agreed by the 
Committee. 
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Report of: Assistant Director (Planning & Economic 

Development) 
 
 
Subject: CONSERVATION POLICY REVIEW 
 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 Members will recall at the meeting held on 3rd September it was agreed 

that the draft Conservation Policy Guidelines relating to the use of 
modern windows in conservation areas would be taken out to public 
consultation. 

 
1.2 The consultation took place throughout the month of November and 

this report will outline the response from residents and interested 
parties. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 The Planning Working Group over a number of months discussed 

proposed amendments to the existing Conservation Policy Guidelines 
on windows.  The discussions suggested that four criteria should be 
considered when looking at replacement windows.  These are: 

 
• Design 
• Dimensions 
• Detailing 
• Opening mechanism 

 
2.2 These criteria are felt to be the key details that, if achieved, will result in 

a window similar to a traditional solution.  The rationale behind the use 
of the four criteria is examined in Appendix 1. 

 
2.3 These four criteria were used as the basis of the amendments of the 

existing planning policy (endorsed by Planning Committee on the 10th 
March 2004).  The proposed amendments in relation to unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas, subject to an Article 4 Direction allow 
the incorporation of modern materials.  The recommended new policy 
guidelines are set out in full in Appendix 2 and the proposed 
amendments are highlighted below: 

 
B(i) Any planning application for replacement or alteration of 
traditional joinery items on the building on front, side or rear 
elevations which is not of a type appropriate to the age and 
character of the building (in terms of design and detailing) 
and the character and appearance of the conservation area 
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should be denied consent.  The use of traditional materials 
will be favoured, however the use of modern material will 
be accepted provided that the window is of design, 
dimensions, detailing and opening mechanism matching 
those of the original window. 

 
(ii) Any planning application for replacement or alteration of non-

traditional joinery items on the building on front, side or rear 
elevations which is not of a type appropriate to the age and 
character of the building (in terms of design and detailing) 
and the character and appearance of the conservation area 
should be denied consent.  The use of traditional materials 
will be favoured, however the use of modern material will 
be accepted provided that the window is of design, 
dimensions, detailing and opening mechanism matching 
those of a traditional window appropriate to the character 
of the property. 

 
3 CONSULTATION 
 
3.1 As Committee members and ward councillors were advised in 

advance, the public consultation took place in November.  All 
properties in the eight conservation areas received a leaflet providing 
information about the proposed policy amendments.  In addition 
residents were invited to one of the six consultation sessions that were 
held between 2:30pm – 7:00pm.  Further to this, information was 
posted on the Council website regarding the consultation and an online 
questionnaire was also available.  Attached to these papers are copies 
of the leaflet, letter and questionnaire sent out to residents. 

 
3.2 The consultation sessions were held in those conservation areas which 

are predominantly residential (Elwick, Grange, Greatham, Headland, 
Park, Seaton Carew).  However it should be noted that this amended 
policy will only affect properties subject to an Article 4 Direction.  These 
properties can be found in the following conservation areas: 

• Elwick 
• Grange 
• Greatham (Prospect Farm only i.e. one property) 
• Headland 
• Seaton Carew (The Green only) 

 
3.3 The consultation sessions were held over a three week period with two 

sessions held each week on a Tuesday and Thursday.  Attendance at 
the sessions was low, with the Headland response being highest (27 
residents attending) but with attendances at the other five venues each 
being in single figures. 

 
3.4 At the consultation sessions a display was provided giving information 

on the proposed policy alongside background information on the merits 
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of timber and UPVC windows and energy efficiency facts relating to 
homes.  Leaflets were also available in the form of English Heritage 
Guidance on energy efficiency in historic properties and timber 
windows. 

 
4 RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION 
 
4.1 The response to the public consultation is outlined in Appendix 3.  In 

total 87 responses were received from the 2,200 delivered across the 
eight conservation areas.  This is a response of just under 4% of 
residents. 

 
4.2 The majority of the responses have come from those areas outlined 

above which will be directly affected by the proposed policy change.  
Just over half of the respondents (57%) were from residents with a 
property covered by an Article 4 Direction. 

 
4.3 The majority of the respondents (78%) supported the proposed new 

policy with 20% against the proposed amendments (2% not indicating 
a view).  Considering responses from those areas affected directly by 
the policy there was 100% support in Elwick, whilst in the Headland 
and Grange the policy was supported by 73% and 76% respondents 
(respectively).  The level of response from the other conservation 
areas, with little or no Article 4 coverage, was very low. 

 
4.4 Space was provided for residents to write any comments that they had 

on the proposed policy.  In summary the comments covered the 
following points: 

 
 Those supporting the policy highlighted the following 

• Leeway should be given on detailing and opening mechanisms 
• Maintaining the appearance of the property should be the prime 

concern not materials 
• Need for double glazing and it can look old to keep in with the area 
• This policy should also be applied to listed buildings 
• The policy will allow residents to maximise heat retention 
• The proposal does not go far enough – the policy should allow an 

appearance similar to the original design. 
• Proposed changes appear to be a pragmatic balance between the 

desire to maintain the character of the area and the benefits of 
using modern materials. 

• A template to work from should be provided to enable continuity of 
design 

 
Those objecting to the policy highlighted the following 
• UPVC windows have a limited life, well made and fitted wood 

windows can have a life far in excess of UPVC 
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• Lack of variation in colours will bring some standardisation which 
may ruin the very appearance and certainly variety within a 
conservation area. 

• A relaxation of the policy is a sign that the policy is flawed.  The 
conservation area [Grange] should be removed altogether 

• Modern materials should only be used to the rear of the property 
• Good quality repair and modern draught proofing materials can give 

equal comfort to UPVC windows. 
• Modern windows have no place in historic buildings, they are an 

eyesore. 
 

The comments can be viewed in full in Appendix 3, and copies of the 
returned questionnaires are available in the Members Room. 

 
4.5 In addition to the comments of residents the views of the Headland 

Conservation Area Advisory Group, the Conservation Area Advisory 
Committee and the Portfolio Holder for Regeneration and Liveability 
were sought.  All of these parties have an interest in the historic 
environment in Hartlepool. 

 
4.6 This matter was reported to the Portfolio Holder for Regeneration and 

Liveability on 26th September.  The Portfolio Holder acknowledged that 
there had been difficult negotiations around this subject and noted that 
‘this appeared to be a good compromise.  He added that he hoped that 
there would be a robust policy so that the character of the headland 
would be preserved and hoped that the use of traditional materials 
would be actively encouraged’ (minute 10). 

 
4.7 The Headland Conservation Area Advisory Group met on 21st 

November and considered the draft policy.  The group stated that it 
agreed with the proposed policy change and felt that if it was adopted it 
‘would provide residents of Conservation Areas with choice in terms of 
materials that they can use in order to replace windows.’  In addition it 
stated that ‘In using modern materials it is vitally important that the 
policy does reflect the need to have appropriate design, detailing, 
dimensions and opening mechanisms, thereby allowing the character 
of the conservation areas to be promoted’  The comments of the group 
can be viewed in full in Appendix 4. 

 
4.8 The Conservation Area Advisory Committee met on 4th December and 

considered the draft policy guidance.  The group stated that they were 
in favour of the new proposed policy and hoped that it would be 
supported by Planning Committee in the future when applications for 
windows in conservation areas are received, recognising the need for 
consistent application of the policy. 

 
4.9 English Heritage have been consulted on the proposed amended 

policy.  They have received copies of the leaflet circulated to 
householders and a copy of the full policy showing the amendments.  
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Their response is awaited and a verbal update will be provided at the 
meeting. 

 
4.10 As had been previously indicated to the Committee, prior to this 

consultation as part of the Headland Conservation Area appraisal this 
issue was also considered.  The consultation was extensive with three 
rounds gauging residents’ thoughts on the conservation area.  It was 
clear from the first two consultation events that a major issue in the 
area was the use of UPVC.  In the third round of consultation the 
majority of respondents (65%) agreed that, in the case of Article 4 
properties, ‘modern materials on these properties may be considered, 
but only where these materials are in keeping with the design, 
detailing, dimensions and the opening mechanism of the original 
window.’   

 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 It is clear that the majority of resident respondents and relevant interest 

groups within Hartlepool support the proposed amended policy.  The 
majority of comments received from residents supporting the policy 
welcomed the opportunity to make their homes more energy efficient 
by introducing double glazing. 

 
5.2 Eight residents have raised concerns that the amended policy is too 

prescriptive.  They have suggested that the requirements should be 
relaxed to allow windows of different opening mechanisms to be used.  
Whilst it is acknowledged that the policy is specific regarding the four 
criteria which must be considered it is felt that this is required to ensure 
that windows of an appropriate design and style are used.  It is hoped 
that such a requirement will minimise the impact of the modern 
materials within the conservation area. 

 
5.3 The concerns of those residents who do not support the policy are 

noted however it is clear that the majority of residents who responded 
do support the policy.  It is hoped that, subject to a budget being 
available the Conservation Grant Scheme can continue to support 
those residents who wish to choose a traditional option. 

 
6 FUTURE ACTIONS 
 
6.1 Should the Committee decide to approve this amended policy the next 

step will be to inform residents of the proposed change.  It is suggested 
that initially all residents will be notified via a letter.  Alongside this, 
information will be placed on the Council’s website and a press release 
outlining any new policy will be issued. 

 
6.2 Further to this illustrative guidelines will be developed in the form of 

leaflets which will be distributed to all conservation area households 
and agents involved in such property matters.   
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6.3 Should members feel that it is appropriate a list of firms which have 
demonstrated the capability to produce UPVC windows meeting the 
proposed policy criteria could be compiled, however it should be noted 
that this would be for information only and inclusion on the list would 
not form a recommendation for an individual firm.  Residents would 
continue to be advised to consult the Council view the One Stop Shop 
service before committing to any work. 

 
7 RECOMMENDATION 
 
7.1 Subject to consideration of views awaited from English Heritage, that 

the Planning Committee agrees to the following: 
 

(a) The adoption of the proposed policy guidelines set out in Appendix 
2 providing for the use of modern materials in unlisted properties 
subject to an Article 4 Direction, provided that the specified design 
criteria are met. 

(b) The development of guidance for householders to provide 
information on the new policy and design considerations. 

 
8. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
 None 
 
 
9. CONTACT OFFICER 
 
 Sarah Scarr, Landscape Planning and Conservation Manager 
 Planning and Economic Development, Landscape Planning and 

Conservation 
 
 Tel ; 01429 523275 Email; sarah.scarr@hartlepool.gov.uk 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

1. Design 
The design of UPVC windows available on the market varies greatly.  It 
is essential that any replacement window replicates the main design 
elements of a sash window, namely the appropriate proportions of the 
two panes with a central meeting rail with the lower window set back. 

 
2. Dimensions 
Timber sash windows usually have a slim frame in comparison with 
double glazed UPVC windows.  This slim frame should be achieved in 
a replacement window. 

 
3. Detailing 
In UPVC windows it is usually difficult to re-create the finer detailing 
found in timber sliding sash windows, in particular elements such as 
glazing bars.  Such parts are often added as applied strips on to a 
standard UPVC window to attempt to create the desired appearance, 
but such details lack the profile of “true” glazing bars ad often fail to 
match the traditional dimensions.  Where appropriate, additions could 
include horns and glazing bars however the detailing should be 
carefully considered and only used where historically accurate. 

 
4. Opening mechanisms 
Windows which open outwards differ in appearance from sash 
windows which slide vertically.  The push out opening mechanism 
usually results in a bulkier, flatter window and the appearance of the 
‘mock sash’ is lost once the window is open.  For this reason it is 
suggested that any replacement window should be a sliding sash 
window to replicate one of the most distinctive elements of the window 
it is replacing. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

PROPOSED POLICY GUIDELINES 
 
A. Listed Buildings: 

 
 (i) Any replacement or alterations of traditional joinery items which is 

not on an identical basis in terms of design, detailing and materials 
should be denied consent. 

 
 (ii) Any replacement or alterations of previously altered joinery items 

which is not of a type appropriate to the age and character of the 
building (in terms of design, detailing and materials) should be 
denied consent. 

 
 (iii) Within modern extensions, any replacement or alteration of joinery 

details which is not of a sympathetic character (in terms of scale, 
proportions, form and emphasis) should be denied consent. 

 
B. Unlisted buildings in Conservation Areas, subject to an Article 4 

Direction: 
 

(i) Any planning application for replacement or alteration of 
traditional joinery items on the building on front, side or rear 
elevations which is not of a type appropriate to the age and 
character of the building (in terms of design and detailing) 
and the character and appearance of the conservation area 
should be denied consent.  The use of traditional materials 
will be favoured, however the use of modern material will 
be accepted provided that the window is of design, 
dimensions, detailing and opening mechanism matching 
those of the original window. 

 
(ii) Any planning application for replacement or alteration of non-

traditional joinery items on the building on front, side or rear 
elevations which is not of a type appropriate to the age and 
character of the building (in terms of design and detailing) 
and the character and appearance of the conservation area 
should be denied consent.  The use of traditional materials 
will be favoured, however the use of modern material will 
be accepted provided that the window is of design, 
dimensions, detailing and opening mechanism matching 
those of a traditional window appropriate to the character 
of the property. 

 
(iii) Within modern extensions, any planning application for replacement 

or alterations of joinery details, which is not of a sympathetic 
character (in terms of scale, proportion, form and emphasis) should 
be denied consent. 
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C. Unlisted buildings in Conservation Areas, not subject to an Article 4 
Direction: 

 
 Any planning application for alterations or extensions which are not 

of a type sympathetic to the age and character of the building (in 
terms of scale, proportion, form and emphasis) and the character 
and appearance of the conservation area should be denied 
consent.
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APPENDIX 3 RESULTS OF CONSULTATION 

 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Total % 
Total response to consultation   14 4 18 5 40 2 4 87   
                      
Do you live in a listed building? Yes 5 1 0   5 1 1 13 15 
  no 7 2 17 5 28 1 2 62   

  
not 
sure 1   1   4   1 7   

                      
Do you live in an Article 4 
property? Yes 7 1 14   27   1 50 57 
  no 2   2 3 3   2 12   

  
not 
sure 5 3 2 1 8 1 1 21   

                      
Do you agree with the new policy? Yes 14 3 13 4 29 2 3 68 78 
  No   1 4 1 10   1 17 20 
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COMMENTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRES 
Greatham 
We do like the idea of new modern windows, as the ones we have in are rotten and hard to open all the time.  I am all for 
new windows in out area. 

If replacement windows differ to existing window in size shape style then requests should go through planning for all 
buildings in a conservation area and allow UPVC in section C.  Also bricks used surrounding window to match as wear as to 
original in colour as possible / should check people's privacy is not affected. 
Replacement window in conservation areas should need planning permission if style and size differ.  In front Street and High 
Street front windows should be timber and rear windows modern UPVC allowed.  Unlisted buildings section C modern 
materials e.g. UPVC should be allowed. 
Elwick 
The conservation policy should be abolished, it failed the day electricity, telephones, satellite dishes and cars were allowed 
into the area! 

Some leeway should be given re-detailing and opening mechanism.  Sash windows are not always the best so some other 
suggestions (providing they are not ridiculous) should perhaps be discussed. 
Park 

Maintaining the appearance of the property should be the prime concern, not the materials used to achieve the end result 
Church Street & Stranton 
If previous authorities had adopted the same attitude to the dated materials, we would not have the very buildings the 
conservation areas are designated to protect.  I see no reason why my modern semi-detached should  be covered by the 
rules of no uPVC 
There is a need for double glazing and UPVC can look old to keep in the area. With the cost of heating. Also it will make it 
soundproof. 

UPVC windows have a limited life, well made and fitted wood windows can have a life far in excess of UPVC.  UPVC are not 
maintenance free in fact, they loose or change their colour and the working mechanisms are subject to wear and tear and 
rusting particularly near the sea.  They are in addition soon obsolete when parts can be difficult to obtain if at all. 
The windows in my building leak water and wind blows thro them.  They are terrible. 
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Seaton Carew 

I also feel that this change in policy should also apply to listed buildings as these buildings become even older it becomes 
more imperative to keep them water-tight, warm and aired with less expense of maintenance.  The new materials used today 
can reproduce exact copies to replace leaky windows - the forward looking past homes owners would have welcomed them. 

Article 4 buildings should be allowed to use windows of material and type then a) maximise heat retention and b) ease of 
escape in fire of emergency circumstances, and not restricted by outdated mechanisms, which impair both of the foregoing 
and with inevitability increased building maintenance cost.  C condition would be completely changed from any type of 
window to a new more restrictive definition of which public have not been fully informed or consulted.  This would be a major 
change of planning policy contrary to the needs of current economic climate and housing costs and needs. 

Whilst been in agreement I do have one concern and that is the question of lack of variation in colour.  It appears that all 
UPVC windows are white only.  Extensive use of these windows in conservation areas will bring about some standardisation 
which may ruin the very appearance and certainly the variety within a conservation area.  Perhaps some encouragement 
towards more acceptance of timber repair/replacement could be the approval of double glazed units within a timber frame.  
Certainly my near neighbours who have had their wooden windows replaced recently were disillusioned that such an 
improvement could not be incorporated.  The window winds off the sea are extremely cold on the frontage of properties in the 
Green.  This generates the need for secondary double glazing at further expense.  Could consideration be given to grant 
assistance for private properties as a further stimulus to retention of wooden windows where the UPVC problem has not 
spread too far?  The need is to encourage occupiers of conservation properties to be proud of their area and its uniqueness. 
Grange 
I think if windows have been replaced and are similar in style should be allowed to change like for like widows.  Council 
wishes to find whole replacement sympathetic changes should be allowed to modernise and keep people wanting to buy 
otherwise they will become too costly and therefore derelict and need to be demolished which would defeat the object of 
conservation. 
Extra expense should be supported by local government grant 

If windows need to be replaced I would like to see them replaced exactly as they were originally i.e. wood rather than UPVC 
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Grange Comments Cont. 

I agree reluctantly.  In practice it would be almost impossible to replace the wooden frames with matured timber - our house 
was built in the early 1900's and the timber is in excelled condition.  The house is just over 100 years old. 

UPVC has a limited life.  It degrades and discolours to both pink and grey (on the surface).  The catches and furniture rusts 
and is soon obsolete.  At the end of its life the only remedy is to replace the whole window. 
I would like to see a grant allocated if a new system is fitted. 

The proposal does not go far enough.  The houses particularly in this area are so diverse all that should be required is that 
the appearance should be similar to the original.  Insulation and energy conservation are far more important than insisting on 
sash openings and making any improvements too expensive to attempt. 

Virtually none of the properties in the Grange area which have already had windows replaced prior to the imposition of Article 
4 Direction have sliding sash openings therefore if we wish to replace our old, draughty and environmentally unfriendly 
windows we are being penalised by having to pay a premium for sash opening when the other types of openings are a 
fraction of the cost and also do not match other properties in the area 

A relaxation of the policy as is being suggested is a sign that the policy is flawed.  I would like to see the conservation area 
removed.  The money spent on grants can be re-directed to cover the resident only parking scheme recently removed by the 
Council.  I should also point out that I am very angry to see this idea being put forward after I have installed wooden windows 
plus used slate on my roof - all at great cost, all to appease this unnecessary policy. 

I support the proposed change in policy as it appears to give a pragmatic balance between the desire to maintain the 
character of the area and the benefits of using modern materials.  I would however like to go further - rather than requiring 
planning permission with the associated administrative overhead, it should be treated as a permitted development, subject to 
compliance with a 'code of conduct' specifying design constraints etc this would be a much quicker and cheaper system. 
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Grange Comments Cont. 

I don't agree with my property being in a conservation area at all.  However I welcome the change in policy as wood windows 
are very hard to maintain and most of ours were completely rotten when we moved in.  It would be silly to replace them with 
single glazed windows, when double glazing is so much more efficient.  Plastic windows can look much smarter than out of 
condition wooden ones. 
Headland 
Costs us a fortune in heating bills, through drafty windows and doors 
I am concerned regarding the amount of detailing required.  How exact do the new windows need to be.  The UPVC 
companies have only a limited styles of UPVC sash windows 

If the council decides to adopt the new policy, then this will give residents the choice regarding material types.  The provision 
of choice is extremely important.  A policy change will allow conservation area's character to be protected. 
Good quality repair and modern draught stopping materials can give equal comfort to PVC windows, and will always look 
better.  It would be cost effective, wood can last 200 years. 
The policy is too pedantic regarding the opening style and the glazing bars.  Also the policy should relate to present style of 
windows not original style. 
I do not agree with the full proposals if they look similar it would suffice operating and opening mechanisms are not so 
important. 
Would be helpful if grants became available 

I don't agree with the sash opening as it is costly and the installation will damage period woodwork on the inside of the 
properties.  I agree with inserts only (I don't agree to a full bay installation or a plastic door).  My house is bitterly cold and the 
windows that we have renovated rain in - I look forward to an energy efficient house as our heating bills are very costly and 
the heat ineffective. 

So called modernisation of period properties by installing UPVC windows and doors ruins the appearance of the area.  One 
of the reasons for buying a period property is the beauty of its features, which include wooden sash windows.  If people want 
modern, why don't they opt for a modern house! 
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Headland Comments Cont. 

We may live in Victorian Houses but this is the 21st century.  In relation to (C) this is totally pedantic and should not be 
considered at all.  The design, dimension etc should be as close as possible in UPVC not as shown on the leaflet. 

Modern windows have no place in old historic buildings.  They are an eyesore.  Old buildings are built on the principle of 
being able to breathe - lime plaster; sash window etc New buildings are more or less sealed.  The two do not mix.  Many 
damp problems are caused by trying to mix them. 
The map you supplied is good but the blue line isn't obvious enough to I.D. listed buildings, making it a tad confusing.  I think 
the spec on the last page is clear and sensible 
Would prefer only the backs of the houses to be allowed UPVC sash windows.  The fronts should be kept as wooden and 
painted; UPVC at the front does not look good. 
Plastic windows look awful on old buildings 
As long as the appearance is correct the opening mechanism is irrelevant.  The more detail the more expensive it will cost.  
The houses on the Headland are old and need these changes 
I believe conservation area buildings should retain their character.  Modern plastic windows do not suit the character of the 
area.  Please retain guidelines regarding only using traditional materials. 
May we suggest a template to work from for continuity of design windows and perhaps recommend several window 
manufacturing firms to approach regarding any works as Headland resident had to adhere to at the time of re-roofing our 
property in the late 1970's early 80's. 
The use of modern windows / materials can only help promote improved energy efficiency, over the long term, in these grand 
'old' establishments/residences. 
As usual you bureaucratic myopia trails behind Government Policy and European Law. Basically energy conservation over-
rules your petty interference in owners rights to insulate their homes.  European Conservation Law pay's the upkeep of 
designated property. 
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Headland Comments Cont. 

I agree with the proposed change in policy but I do not agree with the opening mechanism on sash window.  You can never 
make sash windows draught proof, even with UPVC where the two sash windows pass each other creates a draught in the 
closed position, especially in today's times of saving energy. 

I feel that this change in policy would be gladly welcomed by many residents.  I for one would be very happy as it will be 
much more economical and energy efficient for my house to have UPVC windows that fit the traditional style as I'd have 
more warmth and security without detracting from the house's period appearance. 

Should have sorted years ago you should try living on the Headland in winter with sash windows and no double glazing. 
It makes sense in order to help conserve energy, the Headland in an extremely exposed area and sash windows are not that 
effective in storms. 

My windows apart from the kitchen are sash all of which require some attention, due to depreciation of surrounds (timber).  I 
would like to replace the kitchen window with a sealed unit keeping the present appearance.  Are there grant available? 

This would be the thin end of the wedge.  The proposed change would substantially alter the appearance of the area. 

These houses are not museum pieces they are our houses and we are as entitled as anyone to keep warm and conserve 
energy.  The proposals mentioned are far too expensive for ordinary people. 
As I use my central heating and gas fire constantly, due to health problems, with the high prices of gas and electricity, new 
windows will help so much to keep my house warm, as now it goes out the windows, winds and cold air reduce room 
temperature considerably. 
Whilst it is laudable to retain the external character of the buildings, the practicalities are that these windows and doors are 
draughty, energy inefficient, and it will become difficult to find companies who are competent to replace wooden frames in the 
future. 
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APPENDIX 4  
COMMENTS OF THE HEADLAND CONSERVATION AREA ADVISORY 
GROUP 
 
I refer to the above matter which was discussed by the Headland Conservation 
Area Advisory Group, (“HCAAG”), at its Meeting of Thursday, 20th November, 
2008. 
 
I have been asked by the Group to forward to you the Group’s comments 
regarding the Council’s proposals to amend its existing policy concerning 
windows in the Conservation Areas. 
 
The Group’s collective comments are set out below, namely, :- 
 
• The Group does agree with the proposed policy change that the Council is 

presently consulting upon; 
• The proposed policy, if adopted, would provide residents of Conservation 

Areas with choice in terms of the materials that they can use in order to 
replace windows. The element of choice is welcomed; 

• The use of modern materials, (having due regard to design, detailing, 
dimensions and opening mechanisms), will hopefully generate increased 
heating efficiencies for properties; and 

• In using modern materials, it is vitally important that the policy does reflect to 
need to have appropriate design, detailing, dimensions and opening 
mechanisms, thereby allowing the character of Conservation Areas to be 
promoted. 

 
I would be grateful if the above comments could be considered as part of the 
current consultation process. 
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